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E. Biosocial Perspectives Some scientists who study criminal behavior have begun to synthesize sociological perspectives with biological perspectives. One of the most influential publications in this field was Socialology: A New Synthesis, written by E. O. Wilson in 1975. Wilson was one of the first criminologists to
express disappointment with modern sociological and behavioral theories, emphasizing that man is a biological organism operating in a social environment. The publications of Dawkins in 1976 (The Selfish Gene) and Ellis in 1977 (The Decline and Fall of Sociology, 1975-2000) illustrated criminological disillusionment
with purely sociological explanations and a new hope for better biological perspectives that would not have acted under the erroneous assumptions of earlier biological research. Major scientific developments from the 1950s to the mid-1970s (e.g. in the study of genetics) have also helped to revive interest in explaining
behaviour with biological foundations. Other advances in the mid-1980s led scientists to study the brain more closely as a potential factor in criminal behavior. Modern biosocial theories try to integrate beliefs about sociological behavior development (i.e. social learning, conditioning) with the biological development of a
person who engages in behavior. Unlike earlier biological theories that imply behavioral tolerance, biosocial theories suggest that there may be a genetic predisposition to certain behaviors. These predispositions are expressed in terms of biological risk factors associated with increased crime and crime in conjunction
with certain environmental (social) conditions. Various risk factors that have been evaluated include levels of intelligence and performance, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and behavior disorders. Although low intelligence is not directly linked to crime or crime, people with lower intelligence may experience
frustration and stress in traditional learning environments, leading to antisocial, criminal or criminal behaviour. Diagnosis of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder has also been linked to elevated levels of offenders and criminal behavior. However, some scientists note that this is only true for individuals who are also
diagnosed with a behavior disorder. Both disorders can be traced to abnormalities in the frontal lobe, so it is difficult to separate the relationship between each of them with undesirable behavior. Unlike risk factors, which may increase the likelihood that a person will engage in crime and crime, biological protective factors
such as empathy can prevent this from happening. Sympathy - one person's ability to identify with another person and appreciate the feelings and perspectives of another person. Studies have shown that empathy is mostly (68%) (68%) This biological trend may counteract the effects of biological risk factors. Studies of
these deterrents are still fairly rare, but may help explain why some people who have a genetic predisposition to crime and crime refrain from such behavior. Field, which aims to explain crime and antisocial behavior by exploring both biological factors and environmental factors This article has several questions. Please
help improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Find out how and when to delete these message templates) The neutrality of this article is disputed. The relevant discussion can be found on the conversation page. Please do not delete this message until the conditions are met. (June 2012) (Learn how
and when to delete this message template) This article contains affectionate words: vague language that often accompanies biased or unverifiable information. Such statements must be clarified or deleted. (June 2012) (Find out how and when to remove this message template) Criminology Penology Theory Anomie
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Reform Prisoner Abuse Prisoners Right Rehabilitation Recidivism Justice in Penology Participation Restorative Retribution Single Confinement School Anarchist Criminology Chicago School Classical School Conflict Criminology Critical Criminology Environmental Criminology Criminology Feminist School Integrative
Criminology Italian School Left Realism Marxist Criminology Neo The School of Positivist School of PostmodernIst School of Law of Realism Subfields American Anthropological Biosocial Criminology Conflict of Criminology Critical Culture Cyber Demography Development of Environmental Experimental Political Radical
Radical Criminology Review Index Journals Organization People vte Part series on evolutionary biologyDarwin's Finch John Gould Key Topics Introduction to Evolution of General Processes of Origin Evidence and Results population genetics Variation Diversity Mutation Selection Adaptation Polymorphism Genetic Drift
Gene Stream Spemy Adaptive Radiation Collaboration Coextinction Convergence Convergence Parallel Evolution Extinction Natural History Life Story Timeline Evolution evolution of Human Evolution Of The Phylogeny Biodiversity Biogeography Biogeography Biogeography Biogeography Biogeography Evolutionary
Taxonomity Cladistics Transitional Fossil Extinction Event History Evolutionary Theory Review of Renaissance Prior to Darwin Species Origin Before Synthesis Contemporary Synthesis Molecular Evolution Evo Current Research History of Species History of Paleontology (Timing) Field and Application of Evolution of
Biosocial Criminology Environmental Genetics Evolutionary Aesthetics Evolutionary Anthropology Evolutionary Computing Evolutionary Ecology Evolutionary Economics Evolutionary Epistemology Evolutionary Ethics Evolutionary Theory Game Evolutionary Linguistics Evolutionary Medicine Evolutionary Medicine
Evolutionary Psychology Evolutionary Evolution Of Phylogenetics Paleontology Selective Breeding Experiments SocialyOlogy Systematics Social Darwinism Fact and Theory Social Effects Creation-Evolution Controversy Objections to Evolution Level Support evolutionary biology portal Related topicsvte biosocial
criminology is an interdisciplinary area that aims to explain crime and antisocial behavior by studying biocultural factors. While modern criminology dominates sociological theories, biosocial criminology also recognizes the potential contribution of areas such as genetics, neuropsychology, and evolutionary psychology.
Approaches to the environment have a significant impact on genetic expression. Disadvantaged environments enhance antisocial gene expression, inhibit the action of prosocial genes and hinder the realization of genetic potential. Genes and environments working in tandem (interaction) had to produce significant
antisocial behavior, while none of them were powerful enough to produce it independently of the other. That is, children, genetically at risk of antisocial behavior, perceived in a positive family environment, do not exhibit antisocial behavior, and children, without risking genetic risk, do not become antisocial in unfavorable
family conditions. Genetics One approach to studying the role of genetics in crime is to calculate the rate of tension, which describes the proportion of variance, which is caused by actualized genetic effects for some traits of a given population in a particular environment at a certain time. The rate of prepareding for anti-
social behaviour is estimated between 0.40 and 0.58. The methodology often used in biosocial criminology (double research methodology) has been criticized for making inflated estimates of tension, although biosocial criminologists claim that these criticisms are unsuitable. Criminal justice researchers Brian Butwell and
J.C. Barnes claim that many sociological studies that do not control genetic risk factors have misleading or unreliable results. Neurophysiology Another approach is to study the study between neurophysiology and crime. One example is that measured levels of neurotransmitters such as serotonin and dopamine have
been linked to criminal behavior. Another is that neuroimaging studies provide strong evidence that both brain structure and function are involved in criminal behavior. The limbic system creates emotions such as anger and jealousy that can eventually cause criminal behavior. The prefrontal cortex is involved in delaying
the satisfaction and control of pulses and moderate pulses from the limbic system. If this balance shifts in favor of the limbic system, it may contribute to criminal behavior. Terry Moffitt, in the development of the theory of crime, argues that the life rate of persistent offenders make up only 6% of the population, but
commits more than 50% of all crimes, and that this is due to a combination of neurophysiological deficits and an unfavorable environment that creates a criminal path that is very difficult to break down after the beginning. Evolutional Psychology Men Can Potentially Have Many Children Without Much Effort; Women are
only a few with great pleasure/effort. One consequence of this is that men are more aggressive and more aggressive than women because they face higher reproductive competition from their gender than women. In particular, men with low status may be more likely to remain fully childless. In such circumstances, it
might be evolutionarily useful to take very high risks and use violent aggression to try to enhance status and reproductive success rather than become genetically extinct. This may explain why men have a higher crime rate than women, and why low status and unmarried crime is associated with crime. This may also
explain why the degree of income inequality in society is a better predictor than the absolute income of society from the murders of men and men; income inequality creates social inequality, while different middle income levels may not. In addition, competition for women is said to have been particularly intense in their
late teens and early teens, which explains why crime rates are particularly high during this period. Evolutionary neuroandrogenic theory focuses on the hormone testosterone as a factor, influencing aggression and criminality and being useful during certain forms of competition. In most species, males are more
aggressive than females. Castration of males usually has a calming effect on aggressive behavior in males. Men are more involved in crime and especially violent crimes than women. Participation in crime usually increases in early adolescence until mid-teens in the correlation with the rise in testosterone levels.
Research on the relationship between testosterone and aggression is difficult, since the only reliable measurement of brain testosterone is the lumbar department that is not done for research purposes. Therefore, studies often used less reliable measurements from blood or saliva. Some studies support a link between
adult crime and testosterone, although relationships are modest when viewed separately for each sex. A significant link between juvenile delinquism and testosterone levels has not been established. Some studies have also found testosterone to be associated with behavior or personality traits associated with crime,
such as antisocial behavior and alcoholism. Many studies have also been made on the link between more general aggressive behavior/feelings and testosterone. About half of the studies found relationships and about half had no relationship. Many of the conflicts that cause killings involve status conflicts, reputational
protection and seemingly trivial insults. In his book The Blank Slate, Stephen Pinker argues that in non-state societies without police, it was very important to have a reliable deterrent against aggression. Therefore, it is important to have a reputation for retribution, forcing people to develop instincts of revenge, as well as
to protect reputation (honor). Pinker argues that the development of the state and the police has drastically reduced the level of violence compared to the ancestral environment. Whenever the state breaks down, which can be very local, for example in poor areas of the city, people re-organize in groups to protect and
aggression and concepts such as violent revenge and honor protection again become extremely important. Some cultures pay more attention to the protection of honour than other cultures. One explanation is that the protection of honour has been in the past relatively more important to herders than to farmers. The herd
of shepherds was easily and quickly stolen. As a result, it is important to be constantly rigid as a deterrent that can lead to a higher level of violence. Predictions of the theory were confirmed in the intercultural examination of traditional agriculture and grazing of Spanish-American societies. However, the prediction that
sedentary fishing societies would pay little attention to honour was not confirmed. The degree of cultural collectivism is closely linked to the burden of infectious diseases. This is said to be due to collectivism and related characteristics, such as avoidance from a group limiting the spread of infectious diseases. Other
characteristics, such as strong bias in the group and a willingness to defend the honor of a group, can contribute to violence. The study found a strong link between several forms of violent criminal behavior and infectious disease rates in U.S. states and the degree of cultural collectivism in U.S. states. Associations
remained strong after controlling income inequality. Specific Forms of Evolutionary researchers offered several evolutionary explanations for psychopathy. One is that psychopathy is a frequency-dependent, socially parasitic strategy. This can benefit a psychopath as long as there are several other psychopaths in society
because more psychopaths mean an increased risk of encountering another psychopath as well as non-psychopaths, probably adapting more countermeasures against scammers. Social theories of rape are theories that explore the extent to which evolutionary adaptations affect the psychology of rapists. Such theories
are highly controversial because traditional theories generally do not consider rape to be a behavioral adaptation. Some object to such theories for ethical, religious, political and scientific reasons. Others argue that effective preventive measures require a proper knowledge of the causes of rape. The Cinderella effect is
the supposedly higher rate of stepsons being abused by stepfathers compared to genetic parents, observed in some, but not all, studies. The explanation of this influence was made through the application of theories of evolutionary psychology. There have also been various criticisms of these theories. Childicide is one
of the few forms of violence that women are more likely to have than men. Cross-cultural studies have shown that this is more likely to occur when a child has a deformity or disease, and when there is a lack of resources due to factors such as poverty, other children in need of resources, and no male support. Such a
child may have a low chance of reproductive success, in which case it would reduce the mother's inclusive suitability to spend resources per child, especially since women tended to have more parental investment than men. Criminal Justice Punishment for exploitative behavior is harmful to the group, probably recurring
problems among the ancestors. As such, people are said to have developed a number of psychological mechanisms to handle this. Punishment can be a deterrent to undesirable behavior, but excessive punishment can also be harmful to the group. Thus, the person stands for a proportionate response based on how
serious the crime is. Cross-cultural studies have shown high agreement on how relatively harmful various crimes are perceived as. On the other hand, evolutionary new factors that may be rational for consideration in terms of deterrence, such as how difficult it is for modern police to detect crime, do not seem to affect
people's perception of appropriate punishment. Once the severity of the crime has been tried, there is a choice how to react. In some cases, ancestral environment may have benefited from future interactions with the offender, which some form of punishment may have prevented compared to such as reparation or
rehabilitation. Studies show that individuals can modify what they consider appropriate forms of response to offenders based on factors that once in the past of a small environmental group may have indicated that they could personally benefit from further interaction with the offender, such as kinship, group or out of
membership group, resource ownership, sexual attractiveness, expressed remorse, premeditation, and previous history of cooperation and exploitation. Cm. also The Biology Portal Society portal Anthropological Criminology Biocultural Anthropology Biosocial Theory Evolutionary Psychology Scientific Racism
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